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ent part in beam capture. The values of charge limit
accumulated at the injection (7·1010 el.) and captu
red at the acceleration (4·1010 el.) are obtained.
4. Possible increase in capture efficiency by means of
variation of external magnetic field and beam ener
gy selection of circuital decelerating EMF is investi
gated. Thus, at the electron energy 40 keV and the
energy selection value 200 eV/rev, capture efficiency
increases by the factor of 1,5, which permits the
capture at the acceleration 6·1010 el. The maximum
capture parameters are obtained at combination of
variation of the external magnetic field and decele
rating EMF: Ncap≈7,4·1010 el., Kcap≈7,4 %.
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Resonance electron accelerator – synchrotron with
weak focusing of electron beam presents a complex
electricalphysical device consisting of a number of lar
ge units and their supply systems. The basic element of
synchrotron is an electric magnet producing progressive
magnet field necessary for motion of charged electrons
along the orbit of constant radius. It is the so called
«control magnet field». Synchrotron magnetic conduc
tor is made of sheet transformer steel and requires high
accuracy of electromagnet assembling and mounting
made up of four sectors including azimuth angle 90°
each. In general this system is the most labourconsu
ming, technologically complex and expensive part of
the accelerator. Thus, the steel weight of the synchro
tron «Sirius» electromagnet per 1,5 GeV in Tomsk Po
lytechnic University is 120 tons [1, 2].
Control magnet field in the suggested synchrotron
construction is induced by singleturn winding enclo
sing an azimuth circle quarter [3].
The winding presents two concentrically located
strips of conductive material. The strips are connected
with each other at one end, but at the other one they are
connected with alternating power supply. Current flows
in both strips in the opposite directions.
In the space between the strips magnet field provi
ding the motion of accelerated particles along the orbit
(control synchrotron field) is produced. This field is to
possess the property of electron beam axial focusing.
In accelerator with «steel» magnet system focusing is
achieved by shaping magnet field in «barrellike» form
by means of increasing the gap between the electromag
net poles as it moves away from the system centre.
To shape magnet field in a necessary form induced
between the poles of singleturn winding these poles are
to bend in the vertical direction so that the convex part of
the strip would present outside from the system centre.
One more labourconsuming element of synchro
tron is a vacuum acceleration chamber. It is glued from
a large number of ceramic curved sectors forming an
arch of quarter circle length, the radius of which corres
ponds to that of path curve of the accelerated electron
beam. Four of such arched sections connected with
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A synchrotron construction the magnetic field of which is without steel core is suggested. Acceleration chamber is combined with magne
tizing winding. The described version of accelerator is favorably different in small weight, simplified production and assembling technique.
each other by straight line sections (without magnet fi
eld) form a close circle of racetrack type placed in spe
cific air gap of synchrotron electromagnet.
Singleturn magnetizing winding includes circle
space by its turnings – strips, where the motion of acce
lerated electron beam is to take place. Overlapping the
upper and lower winding turns by vacuumtight dielec
tric covers makes it possible to use the winding as an ac
celerating chamber.
The scheme of the suggested synchrotron is presen
ted in the figure. Singleturn magnetizing winding for
induction of control magnet field consisting of four si
milar sections – 1, is placed in circular sections of acce
lerated particle path, each of which is performed in the
form of concentrically located circle parts made of cop
per strips – 2, 3 connected electrically at one end, but at
the other one connected to opposite poles of pulse
power supply – 4. The strips – 2, 3 are connected with
each other by dielectric vacuum seal along the edges 5
and form the four sections of the accelerating chamber.
The chamber sections are connected with each other by
straight vacuum electron wires – 6, and forms a closed
accelerating chamber of «racetrack» type. To provide
the focusing properties of control magnet field («barrel
like» form of the field force lines), conductive strips – 2,
3 are bent in width with convexity outside from the ac
celerator centre, fig. 1, а). The synchrotron contains al
so an injector – 7, accelerating resonator or resonators
– 8, vacuum pumps – 9, placed in the area of straight
parts of the accelerated particle path.
Application of singleturn winding for producing
control magnet field and simultaneously forming acce
lerating chamber permitsing refuse completely from ste
el magnetic conductor, lightens the accelerator several
times and simplifies its construction, provides free ac
cess to the accelerating chamber along its whole length,
simplifies the accelerator production and assembling
technology and increases synchrotron serviceability.
At the given connection of singleturn winding cur
rent flows in the opposite directions in both strips. As a
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Figure. Synchrotron scheme
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result in the space between the strips there is alternating,
dying away magnet field along the radius. The strips
convexity in width gives the field force lines a «barrelli
ke» form typical for the focusing («betatron») field.
All four sections of the singleturn winding form a
synchrotron single magnet system. Sections of the sin
gleturn winding connected with vacuum seals – 5
along the strip edges – 2, 3 form four curvilinear sec
tions of accelerating chamber combined with magneti
zing singleturn winding.
These curvilinear sections are connected with each
other by straight electron wires and form a closed cham
ber as it is done in the known synchrotrons of «racet
rack» type. The straight sections of the accelerating
chamber free from magnet field are used to assemble the
attendant equipment – resonators, vacuum pumps etc.
The value of control magnet field strength in the ac
celerator orbit depends on energy of the accelerated
particles; the maximum field strength is determined by
setting value of particle energy that is desired to obtain.
Injection of the charged particles into accelerating
chamber is made by the injector – 7, particle accelera
tion – by means of resonator or resonators – 8, vacuum
in the chamber is provided by the pumps – 9.
Thus, the use of singleturn winding concept for in
duction of control magnet field (similar to singleturn
winding used in miniature induction cyclic accelerator
[4]) in the form of four similar sections located in circu
lar sectors of the accelerated particle path, at simultan
eous performing of the winding the function of accelera
ting chamber results in creation of charged particle
accelerator of new type, i.e. ironfree synchrotron ha
ving a number of new technical and engineeringecono
mical parameters, such as small weight of the accelerator
and the accelerating chamber, combination of magneti
zing winding and accelerating chamber functions in a
single system, simplified technology of the accelerator
production and assembling and etc. Therefore, the sug
gested ironfree synchrotron is favourably distinguished
from all the known accelerators of such type.
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Introduction
The application of pulsed electron beam for the initi
ation of plasmachemical processes, gas laser injection,
microwave radiation generation and other fields requires
the development of efficient electron accelerator which
would possess long operation life time and high stability of
operation parameters. Any nonproductive energy losses
lead to the heating and premature destruction of con
struction units of the accelerator. The experimental inves
tigations performed by us and the analysis of work of other
authors [1, 2] showed that the accelerator operation life ti
me is mainly determined by the diode unit.
The presence of nonproductive losses in the diode
unit can be calculated by the current balance. The total
current introduced to the diode unit from the nanos
econd generator is equal to the sum of extracted elec
tron beam current, current of capacity charge exchange
of the diode unit and parasite losses current. The losses
during the electron beam generation can be condition
ed either by the electron beam scattering while going
from the cathode to the Faraday cup collector or by the
charge escape along the isolator surface, or by the para
site discharges in the vacuum volume of the diode
chamber. One of the principal loss sources in the diode
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The results of experimental research of charge balance in the diode unit of highcurrent pulsed electron accelerator TEU500 (350...500
keV, 60 ns, 250 J per pulse) at the operation of electron beam generation are presented. The investigations are performed for the pla
nar diode as with the cathodes made of graphite, copper, carbon fiber 43...60 mm in diameter so with the multiedge cathode. It is
shown that the main source of parasite losses of electrons in the planar diode is their scattering in the anodecathode gap induced by
the electron field distortion at the cathode periphery. In the matching mode of diode impedance to the output resistance of nanosecond
generator (gap of 10...12 mm) the charge losses value does not exceed 12 %. The half of electron scattering angle is 68° at small anode
cathode gaps and it decreases with the gap increase down to 60°.
